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ADAM PHILLIPS
W/Collective

The world I long for looks like....
A little more like this.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Contemplative spirituality, ecology, human rights

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Action and contemplation

ADRIENNE ZACKERY
United Methodist Church

The world I long for looks like....
A place with compassion and justice

What social movements are you most connected to?
Mass Incarceration and Child WelfareFaith

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Faith, family and healing
AESHA RASHEED
Spirit Grove, Soulshifting, SONG, The Blessing

The world I long for looks like....
the world i long for is full of deep connection and right relationship amongst humans and between humanity and all life. the world i long for is spacious in terms of time and resources and we know that neither is scarce when we are connected and in collaboration. the world i long for is expansive and open for a cacophany of ways of being and expressing self. the world i long for is full of love.

What social movements are you most connected to?
southern queer liberation work especially through and via SONG, healing justice work that is in dialogue with movement for liberation and especially Black liberation, earth stewardship that is about reparations for the extractive abuse of the planet.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
ritual making as fuel to move us toward liberation, movement theology and how we understand ourselves to working for good in the world, costume making/crafting/mardi gras

AIN EALEY
Rev. Melinda Weekes Laidlow

The world I long for looks like....
Income equity. People being compassionate and kind towards Black women.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Healing justice and racial equity.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Community care and selfcare. African American History and grassroots organizing.
ALLYN MAXFIELD-STEEL
Highlander, Southern Freedom movement, Young people, kin, Church folk, Clergy mentors

The world I long for looks like....
easy, gentle smiles and laughter; having hand in growing/harvesting good food; unpretentious music in the round with bio & chosen kin; enough for everyone; something my child can help sustain & build rather than always having to tear down

What social movements are you most connected to?
Southern/Appalachian movements; global human rights movements

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
history of southern movements; rural movements

AMBREIA MEADOWS-FERNANDEZ
Guest of Auburn

The world I long for looks like....
love, support, and equal opportunity across expressions of humanity

What social movements are you most connected to?
<3

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
All of them ^_^
AMNA FAROOQI

Muslim, Southwest Georgia, DMV, Israel, Palestine

The world I long for looks like....
A just world. No income inequality, no prison. Everyone has family, a home, people they feel connected to, and joy.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Southern based groups and movements- Black Voters Matter, SONG, SEIRN, housing/utilities justice movements. Also, the Aligarh movement, and movements for Palestinian freedom and J Street U/IfNotNow

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Organizing in Southwest Georgia, Israel/Palestine, and writing!

ANDREW RAMER

Congregation Sha’ar Zahav and the 1st Mennonite Church of San Francisco

The world I long for looks like....
A rippling garden. It sounds like the stories my Marxist grandmother told me, in which everything is completely shared. It feels like a sweet caress. It smells like roses, lavender, rosemary, with nothing toxic anywhere.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Climate action. Social justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Writing. Storytelling as a tool for transformation. Things we can do at home and in our communities to move away from using power and resources.
ANNIE-ROSE LONDON

Jewish Social Justice Roundtable

The world I long for looks like....

everyone has a sense of belonging. everyone is aware of their ancestors and does the work that is their’s to do, with a lens of equity and redistribution and empowerment and healing, because the sense of interconnection is so strong that it is non-negotiable that eachother’s liberation is our own liberation and vice-versa. Earth, plants and animals are respected as beings. All borders are blurry, not through confusion but through magic and paradox. Resources are blessed and celebrated. Art and creativity is owned by no one. A sense of universal belonging to the universe is omnipresent, though difference and diversity is cherished and drawn out in fabulous expressions of culture and identity.

What social movements are you most connected to?
queer, feminist, anti-racist, left Jewish, earth connection, spiritual ecology

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
queerness, resilient community-building, group facilitation, raunchy performance, femme identity, clowning, improvisation, conflict as opportunity, racial justice within the jewish community, ancestry, healing toxic white supremacy as a white person, reparations (esp. interested in organizational models), play, land projects, homesteading, burlesque, being imperfect, our own healing journeys, working on healing at the group body or interpersonal level

ARIA SAID

Compton’s Transgender Cultural District

The world I long for looks like....
a world in which we are liberated from the stigma and opinions of other humans.

What social movements are you most connected to?
transgender advocacy; black liberation

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
interests: defining self care more deeply; financial literacy for marginalized communities; sharing space and sisterhood with people, etc.
ASAD MUHAMMED
People of African descent, Communities of Color and Queer Folx

The world I long for looks like....
a world with intentional mutual aid, care, love, support, and kindness between light/ living beings that aren’t com-

peting for limited resources.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Black Power-building

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Working in a public-serving institution, Queer communities, Mass Incarceration and Education issues

AUNDREIA ALEXANDER
National Council of Churches, Covenant Baptist Church, sister-friends

The world I long for looks like....
justice and liberation for all

What social movements are you most connected to?
advocating for dismantling criminal industrial complex, leading racial equity initiative for my organization, involved in inter-religious dialogues between Christian - Jewish/Muslim partners, immigration reform and related issues (DACA, TPS, separation of families)

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
balancing advocacy/activism with maintaining physical/emotional/spiritual health; the danger of compromise and the impact on people of color, women, and the poor
BILLY MICHAEL HONOR
New Georgia Project and Truth On The Loose

The world I long for looks like....
a place where every life is valued and love and justice is a universal social practice and organizing principal.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Voting rights, ending mass incarceration, environmental justice and pro-black ideas movement

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I have a lot of interests. Mostly looking forward to being in community and seeing where the will of the Spirit is moving among the group.

CAITLIN BREEDLOVE
Auburn/Women’s March/SONG

The world I long for looks like....
Joy, Resilience, Feminist Governance, Endurance

What social movements are you most connected to?
Feminist Movements, LGBTQ Movements

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
community organizing, movement building
CANDACE Y. SIMPSON
The Concord Baptist Church of Christ, Brooklyn, New York

The world I long for looks like....
A little more like this.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Contemplative spirituality, ecology, human rights

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Action and contemplation

---

CANDY HOLMES
Metropolitan Community Churches

The world I long for looks like....
Justice without exception

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ rights, Black Lives Matter

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Religion and racism, healing from religious trauma
CANTOR RISA WALLACH
Jewish, Jewish Renewal, Queer community

The world I long for looks like....
People of color, LGBT folks and women at the center, music infuses everything, and the planet is being healed. Humans are reconnected to their earthly origins.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Bend the Arc, A Partnership for Justice, T'ruah, the Rabbinic Call for Justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Music, cantorial arts, Torah, liturgy, cantillation, LGBT, world music

CARLA GASKINS-NATHAN
Auburn STLC

The world I long for looks like....
Joy is welcomed. Where Black, Brown and all bodies and presentations are truly welcomed. Glitter.

What social movements are you most connected to?
QPOC

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
CEDAR LANDSMAN

Relational Uprising

The world I long for looks like....
Thriving interdependent communities that support one another and steward the earth together.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Many - civil rights, immigrant rights, climate justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Relational culture, storytelling, movement building

CHELSEA YARBOROUGH

Black femmes + women

The world I long for looks like....
one where our experiments in creating a new world have been refined into practice, where we embody the knowing of how we have grown a new world.

What social movements are you most connected to?
reproductive justice, spiritualists, and the movement for Black lives

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
astrology and tarot, musicals, scary movies, herbs, and crafts
CHRISS YAMAMOTO
Auburn!

The world I long for looks like....
a colorful, diverse community of folks who have operate with a deep respect for our planet and each other.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Climate change awareness and Inclusion

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I would like people to focus on other. I would like to stay behind the scenes.

CHRISTIAN SCHAREN
Evangelical Lutheran Church Pastor, Auburn Vice President of Applied Research

The world I long for looks like....
a world healed, whole, well, just, where all have space to belong, to be regarded in their full dignity and beauty as human in relation to all creatures, living things, and the earth itself. of how we have grown a new world.

What social movements are you most connected to?
multifaith leaders in relation to immigration, racial justice, reproductive justice, peace, climate change

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
social change “bright spots” where we can see/touch/taste/smell the future being birthed in the present; jazz and hip hop, playing upright bass/mandolin, baking, the life of the ocean and its healing related to our own healing as a
COURTNEY WEBER HOOVER
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
Sustainable, equitable, beautiful

What social movements are you most connected to?
Movements for racial equity, addressing climate change, reproductive justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

CRYSTAL CHEATHAM
Our Bible App

The world I long for looks like....
A giant table where no one goes hungry - literally and proverbially

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ people in religious spaces

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
podcasts, cities we love, books
CURTIS OGDEN

Interaction Institute for Social Change, Food Solutions New England, Chesapeake Foodshed Network, New Food System Movements

The world I long for looks like....
Diverse, “green,” humane, grounded in equitable well-being, beloved community

What social movements are you most connected to?
Food justice, environmental justice, climate justice, sustainable food systems, ecosystem restoration, biodiversity protection, regenerative economics

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Networks for social change, regenerative development, just/sustainable food systems, ecosystem restoration, ACT/emotional flexibility/prosocial development

DANNY MOSS

Jews, Reforms Jews, Post-Denominational Jews, Progressive Faith Leaders, Deep Thinkers, Open Inquisitors, Compassionate Humans

The world I long for looks like....
Tolerance, justice, compassion, connectedness, respect for difference, patience, benefit of the doubt. Something that combines the virtues of the nation-state without the tribalism and violence; the virtues of capitalism without its inequities. Life, family, safety, freedom for all.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Reform efforts in the arenas of criminal justice, healthcare, immigration; gun violence. Movements to promote under

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
DARCY ROAKE
Community Church UU, PP National Clergy Advocacy Board, HIVE Cohort in LA

The world I long for looks like....

What social movements are you most connected to?

Reproductive Justice, Rights & Health; Sanctuary Movement (Immigration Justice); Anti-Racism work with a focus on hard and important conversations within primarily white, liberal communities (ie the majority of my religious community - Unitarian Universalism) around racism in said communities

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

See above but also the continuing thought around the role not only that religious communities play in RJ, RH & RR (to various degrees) but the continuing building of a moral/ethical framework in this areas of organizing outside of “traditional” religions. Also, on a social note - I love good fiction and bad action movies.

DAVID BEASLEY
auburn, jews, discordians, witches, genderqueer folk and anyone working to end the idea of a gender binary, lovers (of music, art, food, and c), anyone with jokes that tell truth

The world I long for looks like....
a family-style band where we can sit with each other and sing the song of our full selves

What social movements are you most connected to?

gender justice, sexuality/sexual health (incl. reproductive justice), undoing and unlearning whiteness, patriarchy, colonialism, capitalism, and other collective and personal traumas

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
magic/spirit/‘religion’, communication (big and small), my kids, dungeons & dragons
DIAMOND STYLZ
Black Transwomen Inc

The world I long for looks like....
Security, joy, and self actualization

What social movements are you most connected to?
Trans and black lives matter

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Music, entertainment, writer, and non profit

DIANE JOHNSON
Mmapeu Management Consulting, Freedom Road, Heart& Soul Center of Light, East Bay Community, Fire Family

The world I long for looks like....
People of color, people of African descent, LGTQI and historically marginalized folks have power and the access. Ability to create right livelihood; that elements of the SDGs are manifest around the world; a place where diverse spiritualities are profoundly respected and understood as a mechanism for justice and equity.

What social movements are you most connected to?
DEI within numerous Protestant denominations (Unitarian Universalist, United Church of Christ; Conscious Capitalism and re-envisioning the business market sector; DEI and cultural (re)design of social sector orgs; spiritual activism

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
What’s it like being an African-American, culturally Jewish, ordained UCC, pagan buddhist; using drumming and poetry in facilitation and training; the intersection of faith, spirituality and social change; cross-sector collaborations
DONYA NASSER
Planned Parenthood, Muslim, Immigrant, and Iranian communities

The world I long for looks like....
One that respects, values, and stands by women, young people, and vulnerable communities

What social movements are you most connected to?
Youth and reproductive justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Gender equity, reproductive justice, youth engagement, empowering Muslim and Middle Eastern communities

DOROTHY RICHMAN
Makor Or: Jewish Meditation

The world I long for looks like....
how the best choir sounds..

What social movements are you most connected to?
anti- white supremacy, human rights, civil rights

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
spiritual practice, theology, favorite inspirational books, music and movies
ELIZABETH NGUYEN
Unitarian Universalist clergy, queers, progressive Vietnamese community, National Bail Fund Network

The world I long for looks like....

thiving

What social movements are you most connected to?

immigration justice, racial justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
singing, food tv shows, faith folks taking risks, abolishing ICE, community wide welcome/deep integrity

ELIZAH CLABORNE
I work for the Sacramento LGBT Center

The world I long for looks like....

A world where Trans-women of color are free from danger and murder and are able work and make a living have health care and housing.

What social movements are you most connected to?

Kween Culture Initiative

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Trans rights, how we can empower and inspire black transwomen and creating ways to help them thrive.
EMANUEL BROWN
Strategies4Freedom: Black Love Convergence

The world I long for looks like....
Black children offering prayer to each other, loving each other radically, and being creative and freedom. Changing the soup we live in from oppressive to libratory. The release of our creativity as an act of freedom. The ability to be who we want, love who we want, and make family as we choose. Being responsive when hurt and harm arises; in ways that value the dignity of all. Places where people can go to feel, touch, experience the freedom they seek.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Black Liberation, Gender Justice/Freedom Movements, Ending Child Sexual Abuse Movements.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Ask me about healing/arts/spiritual justice as freedom practice and land based strategy.

EMMA JORDAN SIMPSON
Fellowship of Reconciliation USA and Concord Baptist Church of Christ

The world I long for looks like....
An ever expanding welcome table

What social movements are you most connected to?
international Sanctuary Declaration Campaign, Campaign for Truth and Reparations, and preventing child sexual abuse

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
No preference
GINA BREEDELOVE
Grace

The world I long for looks like....
true freedom, not curated-- a practice of presence, accountability, kindness

What social movements are you most connected to?
reproductive justice, healing justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Healing

HANNAH ADAIR BONNER
United Methodist Church

The world I long for looks like....
a space without walls where there’s no such thing as documents; where Indigenous communities make the decisions about what happens on their ancestral land; where Black, Indigenous and Trans women are not under threat; where all voices and bodies are respected and protected; and where everyone has enough food, shelter, water, medicine, education and love.

What social movements are you most connected to?
The Movement for Black Lives

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Border theology, healing, rising generations, standing our ground as Queer folxs in religious spaces
IDIT KLEIN
Keshet

The world I long for looks like....
a place where all live in abundance and dignity, where there are no borders, where all can be their best selves

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ rights, feminism, immigrant rights, Israeli-Palestinian peace, Jewish social justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
being a professional queer Jew; advancing LGBTQ equality and social justice more broadly in Israel; working in the Israeli-Palestinian peace movement; modern queer families

ILANA KAUFMAN
Jews of Color Field Building Initiative

The world I long for looks like....
Whatever would I find myself in, and filled with passion, love, hope and joy.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Racial Justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
IMAM MAKRAM
Masjid AnNur

The world I long for looks like....
Cooperative, just & merciful

What social movements are you most connected to?
Interfaith & social justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Resourcing our work, Faith & good works, leadership

ISOKE FEMI
GLIDE, Course student in Miracles, Soul Matters Founder, People who are least open to forgiveness as a valid path to social justice

The world I long for looks like....
Connection to All That Is has been restored. This means that we have at last grokked the meaning of “do unto others” including the non human world. Each of us is taught know our power to create and accept responsibility for mindful creating. True freedom will be held as sacrosanct. We no longer allow ourselves to manipulated by forces of separation. We are awake!

What social movements are you most connected to?
Intercultural alliance building; the love revolution

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Forgiveness; kundalini awakening; extraterrestrial contact; channeling; quantum thinking; remedies for recovering from anti black consciousness; Non-dualism; The power of expression to engage and integrate cultural conflict and trauma.
J.C. PRITCHETT II
Legacy Center for Social Justice

The world I long for looks like....
Justice

What social movements are you most connected to?
Civil rights, mass incarceration, poverty

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
History, poetry, reading, jazz

-----------------------

JAMES B. LIN
GLIDE Memorial Church / GLIDE Foundation

The world I long for looks like....
Radical acceptance and connection

What social movements are you most connected to?
Racial Justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
JAMYE WOOTEN
Black Theology Project/KINETICS/CLLCTIVLY/Baltimore

The world I long for looks like....
Free Black children with the power to control their destinies.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Baltimore United for Change/Samuel DeWitt Proctor Conference/Black Theology Project

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Digital Strategy, Network Weaving, Asset-based Framework, Faith-rooted organizing,

JANELLE LUSTER
Program Associate for Compton’s Transgender Cultural District,
Bay Area FLUX President, Heart is towards the Trans Community

The world I long for looks like....
The world I long for looks like Black Trans Women being able to exist without retaliation, or fear of being Killed. The world I long for looks like parents supporting their kids decision to explore their gender. The world I long for looks like mutual understanding of our differences and also mutual respect for each other. The world I long for looks like a world where we don’t walk past the homeless as if there aren’t there. I long for a world where Cheetos remain a snack and not a occupant of the White House. The world I long for looks like free healthcare.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Trans Rights, Empowerment and Leadership

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Food, Homeless in the Bay Area, Trans Community, Community Organizing
JANET EDWARDS
Presbyterian Church

The world I long for looks like....
young children playing together.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Poor People’s Campaign, National LGBTQ Taskforce

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
about how to build a relationship with people with whom you disagree

JEANNIE LEE
Family, 2 sons, Auburn where I’m privileged to be part of a team that supports and equips the multi-faith movement for social justice

The world I long for looks like....
The world I long for looks like a rainbow of peace, love and abundance for all.

What social movements are you most connected to?
The social movements I’m most connected to in this moment are my workplace, Auburn, home church, HA:N United Methodist Church and place of residence, the RiverArts.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
One of my passions is knitting Pussy Hats for the Women’s March!
JEN BAILEY
Faith Matters Network

The world I long for looks like....
a big beautiful meal where everyone is invited to feast

What social movements are you most connected to?
economic justice, food justice, healing justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
beyoncé, healing and resilience, fanfiction, new expressions of religious communities, bad reality tv, intergenerational connectivity

JESSICA STERLING
JCRC, synagogue

The world I long for looks like....
Sharing & caring; kindness with no strings attached; breathing in clean air; abundance of opportunities to succeed; taking chances/risks; inclusive & welcoming

What social movements are you most connected to?
Interfaith connections, multicultural connections

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Interfaith connections; aging; environment/addressing climate change
JHANA SENXIAN
The Guild & Global black, brown & indigenous healers, spiritual warriors & wisdom carrier

The world I long for looks like....
The manifestation of restorative justice, beauty & divine love

What social movements are you most connected to?
All that support the above

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Follow the authentic energy and then engage.

JOEL ABRAMOVITZ
The Kitchen

The world I long for looks like....
one in which everyone has an equal opportunity for success and fulfillment.

What social movements are you most connected to?
criminal justice reform

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Teaching teens to get engaged with social justice/spirituality
JOHNNY MANZON-SANTOS

With/In Collaborative

The world I long for looks like....
all of our relations, belonging, present, honored, ancestors and descendants

What social movements are you most connected to?
collective liberation, dismantling of heteropatriarchy+white supremacy

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
mindfulness practice, coaching, curating our histories, figure skating

PASTOR KAJI DOUSA

Park Avenue Christian Church

The world I long for looks like....
“Love lived in public” - Cornel West

What social movements are you most connected to?
Immigration, ending mass incarceration

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Ask me about suing the government
KATHARINE HENDERSON
Auburn

The world I long for looks like....
Equitable, multiracial, Multifaith, beautiful, whole and joyful, real

What social movements are you most connected to?
Multifaith movements for justice; Poor People’s Campaign; Women’s March,

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Expressions of faith in shaping a just world; feminist futures; anti racism; the future of work; climate change; the interface of the donor class and people most impacted; economic inequality; joy in resistance; truth and compassion in progressive spaces

KEISHA MCKENZIE
Auburn (Program), STLC’s Cauldron Squad, progressive humanists, and mystics

The world I long for looks like....
A world where all have freedom of movement, freedom from violence, and freedom to dream.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Progressive Christian, LGBTQ+, Black liberation; interested in environmental and climate justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Ask me about art!
KELLY RYAN

The Table: United Church of Christ of La Mesa

The world I long for looks like....

The moment of a bunch of people who don’t know each other coming together to sing “Pride” by U2. That is, a world shaped by music, beauty and delight, a sense of being connected to something bigger and robust and full-voiced in its hope for love made public. Singing together with joy of a world shaped by justice and love. That’s a moment that begins to capture to the much grander dream I have that’s hard to put into words.

What social movements are you most connected to?

Art of Hosting/participatory leadership, missional and progressive church, and immigration justice work

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Practices of participatory leadership, Emergent Strategy, the connections of biomimicry and community organizing, and re-wilding and un-domesticating our selves and our faith.

KENDALL WILCOX

C.W.E.E.R.S. Nonviolent Empowerment Groups

The world I long for looks like....

Where curiosity, empathy, self awareness, and compassion are valued above all else.

What social movements are you most connected to?

LGBTQ+ equality in religious (esp. Mormon) communities. Housing equity and availability.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

KIMELMAN-BLOCK
Bend the Arc Jewish Action

The world I long for looks like....
Thriving abundance

What social movements are you most connected to?
Immigrant justice, multi-faith, Resistance to Trumpism

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Imagining multi-racial democracy, Jewish life and community,

---

KUJI ABDUL ALIM MAH AJANI
Faith Voices/ Berkeley Food & Housing Project

The world I long for looks like....
a place where everyone feels loved. Have access to healthy food, affordable and decent housing, cheaper and/or free education. Religious or Spiritual freedom.

What social movements are you most connected to?
None at the moment.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Black & Brown Bodies, Disable Bodies, Racial Profiling, Police Brutality, Gender Discrimination/ Religious Phobias/ Religious Intersectionality
KYLA DIXON
Toward Justice & Service 2 Justice

The world I long for looks like....
...a world where communities are strong and relationships are deep; where we are connected with our emotions, our bodies and our spirits; here our youth guide us to new possibilities and our elders anchor us in our histories. In the world I long for, oppression no longer dominates and people are whole, free and full expressions of ourselves, with each of our unique and beautiful gifts shining bright.

What social movements are you most connected to?
racial justice. housing justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Shifting power structures of nonprofits with community organizing strategies. Building transformational relationships as a source of sustenance and radical change. Spiritual practice & social/political transformation. Reparations, healing, and imagination/movement as key principles for an anti-racist organization. Transformative Justice. Healing from white supremacy culture.

LANA GARLAND
Insibah Media

The world I long for looks like....
freedom.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Movements grounded in anti-racist and anti-misogynistic practices

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I’m not sure what this means, but I’ll offer up film, my cats, Denmark, and dancing.
LAWRENCE RICHARDSON
Linden Hills United Church of Christ

The world I long for looks like....
One in which everyone flourishes and has access to health care, education, food, and housing.

What social movements are you most connected to?
I don’t really consider myself to be connected to any one specific social movement because I believe that all social/societal inequities are justice issues that should be addressed.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I am not sure.

LINDA KAY KLEIN
Break Free Together

The world I long for looks like....
authentic, honest, beloved community, active desire for self knowing and deep knowing of the other

What social movements are you most connected to?
Anti-purity, sex positivity, gender equality, social innovation, social entrepreneurship

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I’m interested to learn from and collaborate with those different from me and connect with people in my space that I don’t know yet
LISA ANDERSON
Auburn Seminary

*The world I long for looks like....*
black queer folk breathing freely, well rested and living our truths

*What social movements are you most connected to?*
LGBTQI equality, dismantling white supremacy education, all things connected to the full flourishing of black women identified folks

*What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?*
disruptive black feminist theology, ritual, radical community care ala Audre Lorde. Loving blackness as a spiritual calling and discipline

LISA SHARON HARPER
FreedomRoad.us

*The world I long for looks like....*
the abolition of human hierarchies of belonging. All people are connected to God, to themselves and their own stories, to the earth and to each other. Leadership is shared, in diverse human community with respect, care, and service to the flourishing of all.

*What social movements are you most connected to?*
Civil Rights Movement, evangelical and post-evangelicals of color, Womanist

*What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?*
Faith, Race and Politics (especially Abortion), The Power of Pilgrimage to Shift Power, The Historic Legal Roots of Race and Gender Intersectionality, White women, white patriarchy and what alliance in 2020 will require
LISBETH MELENDEZ RIVERA
United Theological Seminary/Waves Ahead

The world I long for looks like....
A place where difference is honored and we are beloved of the creator without exception

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ Faith and Liberation and Economic Justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Cooking/Catholicism/Puerto Rico

LIZA J. RANKOW
OneLife Institute

The world I long for looks like....
... a revolution of values that centers the collective good... where earth and all beings are able to live in wholeness, peace, safety, dignity, sufficiency, reverence, creative fulfillment, love, and joy...

What social movements are you most connected to?
Movements for liberation and wholeness... My life and work centers the intersection of spirituality, social justice, and healing (both personal & collective). In the last 10-15 years this has come to be called Healing Justice, but the work long precedes the title. I still get out in the streets sometimes -- mostly related to racial justice issues (which are deeply entwined with so many other issues) -- but now find my primary contributions to Movement work in supporting the well-being and sustainability of folks on the front lines. // In the late 1970s-1990s i was active in the LGBTQ movement.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Healing for Movement Folks... Dr. Howard Thurman... Spiritual Formation
LYVONNE PROVERBS
womanists, progressive Christians, African-centered folx.

The world I long for looks like....
laugher, belonging, and pleasure.

What social movements are you most connected to?
ending childhood sexual abuse and gender-based violence.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
trauma, healing, resiliency; 21st-century creative spiritual/conscious entrepreneurship; spiritual practices; art, joy, and pleasure as resistance.

MACKY ALSTON
First Date Films

The world I long for looks like....
a dance party where everyone has got their groove on, whatever their ability, whatever their groove

What social movements are you most connected to?
Racial justice, reparations, LGBTQIA, New Sanctuary

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Reparation(s), white anti-racism work, joy in movement, how we love each other now and for the long haul
MALKIA CYRIL
Founder, Media Justice; widower;

The world I long for looks like....
connected, represented and free

What social movements are you most connected to?
media and tech justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Grief, loss, joy, culture

MELINDA WEEKES-LAIDLOW
Weekes In Advance Enterprises; artists, writers, poets,, Black church folk, prophetic contemplatives, justice lovers...ground me.
The world I long for looks like....
I envision a world where the humanity of all Black people is presumed, affirmed and unchallenged.

What social movements are you most connected to?
racial justice, anti-violence, multi-faith, Movement for Black Lives

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Ask me about Beautiful Ventures - a creative social enterprise that influences popular culture, disrupts anti-blackness and elevates perceptions of Black humanity.
MELVIN BRAY

collabryrinth

The world I long for looks like....
people working to make beloved community tangible

What social movements are you most connected to?
equity-diversity-inclusion across race, gender, faith, and sexual identity/gender expression

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
good storytelling, strategic thinking, progressive politics, warriors basketball

MICHAEL J. ADEE

Global Faith & Justice Project

The world I long for looks like....
A world wherein the human dignity, human rights and equality of every person is recognized and protected. A world of clean air, land and water. A world where God’s love and compassion are reflected. A world where every child, young person and adult has sufficient food, medical care and shelter. A world where love conquers hate, peace overcomes fear, and despair is replaced by hope.

What social movements are you most connected to?
The LGBTQ equality movement in the US and globally. The progressive faith movement. The environmental/climate ecology movement.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I am passionate about being outdoors, hiking, in nature. My body and soul are refreshed when I am hiking in the mountains. I am passionate about tennis, playing competing and watching tennis. I am passionate about human rights, justice and equality for all persons.
MICHAEL LEZAK
Glide / Jewish

The world I long for looks like....
Psalm 145:16-17-You give openhandedly, feeding every creature to its heart’s content. God is righteous in all ways, those who are Godly act with loving-kindness at all times

What social movements are you most connected to?
Criminal Justice Reform; Truth, Justice and Reconciliation

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
All-things-Prince, your favorite bakery, and the garden at The National Memorial for Peace and Justice

MICHAEL SOTO
Equality Arizona - LGBTQ (especially trans and queer) people and people of color

The world I long for looks like....
A world where love is prioritized, where people are free to be authentically who they are without fear, where humans and the environment are not commodities but instead understood as part of the interconnected life of our planet.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Trans/Queer Liberation, Feminism, Latino/POC movements

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
All things queer and trans, social movements that are life giving/affirming and healing, not extractive.
MICKY SCOTTBEY JONES
Faith Matters Network; Rev. Jen Bailey; Black people

The world I long for looks like....
freedom...which means no fear (Nina Simone); shalom (mutual goodness)

What social movements are you most connected to?
Healing & resilience in justice movements (Healing justice); racial justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
dance, healing & resilience building, parenting, movement chaplaincy, pleasure, creating brave space, Enneagram, Black liberation, Black women’s leadership, Black Radical women, The Color Purple, Femme identity

MIMI RIVERA
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
All individuals accepted and treated with respect

What social movements are you most connected to?
Ending Mass Incarceration

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Mass incarceration and Criminal Justice
MINISTER ONLEILOVE CHIKA ALSTON
Beth-El The House of YHWH/BronxConnect

The world I long for looks like....
A world where my people are free to thrive not just survive and our free to give our gifts to humanity.

What social movements are you most connected to?
The movement to end mass incarceration, the movement to combat Black women’s maternity mortality crisis and Black infant death crisis. Pan African Movement and Reparations

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
African and African-American Jews, Writing, Travel as a spiritual practice and faith rooted community organizing.

MYLES MARKHAM
Multitude Films

The world I long for looks like....
is a space where people of color (particular QT/WOC) are free to reject the cultural scripts that capitalism/white supremacy/patriarchy tell us we need to follow in order to be “whole,” “worthy,” “good,” and “safe.” The world I long for is able to acknowledge the wounds of oppression as real traumas and that we could see out forms of healing that honor our experiences and ways of being. The world I long for looks like religious spaces being a source of hope and social transformation and yet also freely encourages people to leave those environments if and when their spiritual growth requires a departure from institutions that once nurtured them but no longer do so. The world I long for is both particular and universal, seeing and honoring our differences and still believing that deep cross-identity connections are possible and valuable.

What social movements are you most connected to?
QT indigenous and POC justice and liberation reproductive justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
The intersection between religious education, media arts, and social impact. Queer and trans theology, Asian liberation theology, postcolonial theology, documentaries produced for and by the communities they seek to center.
NORA RASMAN
Auburn Seminary, birth workers, queers!

The world I long for looks like....
connection, healing, warm in spirit & temperature, abundance, laughter, liberation & love.

What social movements are you most connected to?
anti-racist organizing (paritc white folks supporting Black-led abolitionist and police accountability work), queer folks

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
birth work, incorporating low-stakes creativity and art into organizing, pottery (don’t know how to do it but want to learn), podcasts!

NORMAN WEEKEES
Greater St. Paul, Taylor Memorial,

The world I long for looks like....
Peace love and happiness.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Financial empowerment, tech equity restorative justice.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Tech equity, financial literacy
PANCHO ARGUELLES PAZ Y PUENTE
Living Hope Wheelchair Association / Highlander Center

The world I long for looks like....
a place where many worlds fit and All people have All rights

What social movements are you most connected to?
Immigrant rights, Health Justice, Disability Rights, Racial Justice, Worker Rights, Language Justice, Disaster Response, Transportation Equity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Immigrant Rights (U.S. - Mexico - Central America), Popular Education, Language Justice - Theology of Liberation/ Accompaniment

PATRICIA DEJONG
Church World Service, Auburn Seminary, Ecology of Awakening

The world I long for looks like....
A world beyond borders and walls.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Immigration, Refugee Resettlement, Hunger and Poverty issues, Ecology and Ministry, Emerging Leaders

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Global Migration, the Border, New ways of being “Church”
PHIWA LANGENI

United Church of Christ; Salus Center; QPOC

The world I long for looks like....

Each and every part of Creation co-thriving harmoniously.

What social movements are you most connected to?

At the intersections of religion/spirituality, race/ethnicity, and gender/sexuality.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Fashion, entrepreneurship, and all manner of creativity.

Q HAILEY

Freexone4us and The Concord Baptist Church of Christ

The world I long for looks like....

Having all of our needs met with excess joy resources and no oppression, and freedom to love.

What social movements are you most connected to?

QTPOC, Feminist/Womanist, Clinical LGBTQ+ Care

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

End of life care and chaplaincy.
RABBI NOA KUSHNER
The Kitchen SF / GLIDE / Rise Up /

The world I long for looks like....
“None shall be afraid.” We can sing both new and old songs.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Jewish + Progressive + Israel + SF Social Justice + Feminism

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
The role of religious life in the work of justice

RABBI SALEM PEARCE
T’ruah: The Rabbinic Call for Human Rights

The world I long for looks like....
we are all beautiful and free

What social movements are you most connected to?
Jewish social justice, interfaith social justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, baseball, mindfulness meditation, true crime podcasts and films
RABBI ZELIG GOLDEN
Wilderness Torah, Renewal Jewish Community

The world I long for looks like....
a network if villages, each with their own sacred purpose, all honoring each other and embracing the understanding that each individual is a critical part of the whole, and that when each own knows their gifts and is supported to express their gift, then the world will approach wholeness, Truth will reign, and it will once again be possible to live by love, trust, and faith.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Earth Based Judaism Movement, Nature Connection & Regenerative Culture, Indigenous Solidarity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Dismantling patriarchy, earth-based wisdom, collective leadership, regenerative culture change

RABI’A KEEBLE
Qalbu’Maryam Women’s Mosque

The world I long for looks like....
The perfect family

What social movements are you most connected to?
Homelessness, Muslim Women’s Rights, Black Lives Matter, Palestinian Rights, Kurdish Rights

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Women’s rights, progressive religion, FGM (ending female genital mutilation)
**REBECCA VOELKEL**

Center for Sustainable Justice

*The world I long for looks like....*

The MayDay celebrations in Minneapolis: puppets, music, creativity, bodies of all shapes, sizes, races, abilities, laughter, political and spiritual wit, ritual, play, sexuality celebrated, community is central.

**What social movements are you most connected to?**

Racial justice, LGBTQ, feminist, non-violence

**What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?**

reparations, sports, impeachment, singing, sex and the spirit

---

**REBEKAH LOWE**

Organization-Illustrated Ministry, progressive christian faith

*The world I long for looks like....*

Abundant living, where we see abundance instead of scarcity in power, provisions, land, resources, money, etc.

**What social movements are you most connected to?**

The childist movement, children’s literature, and progressive faith formation within intergenerational spaces.

**What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?**

Childism, doing justice work in intergenerational spaces, children’s literature
REBEKAH STERN
One of the rabbis of Congregation Beth El in Berkeley, CA.

The world I long for looks like....
mORE space (time) and person-to-person presence.

What social movements are you most connected to?

I’m not sure how to answer this question.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Again, not really sure - conversation depends so much on context.

---

REED KOLBER
Jewish

The world I long for looks like....
Honoring the inherent worth and dignity of every person and living thing.

What social movements are you most connected to?

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
RENÉE HILL
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
Respect, empowerment, nurture and ease

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ, African American and POC rights. Religious progressives

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Multiple religious belonging, supporting trans youth, physical practice and Resilience.

REV. MICHAEL J. CRUMPLER
Unitarian Universalist Association

The world I long for looks like....
a equitable sphere where no one is limited by sexual, gender, racial, social barriers....with shared access to job, education, housing, and health care.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Unitarian Universalism, #BlackLivesMatter, LGBTQ equity, HIV/AIDS

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
race, gender, sexuality
REVK. MONICA CROSS
Tapestry Ministries/First Christian Church of Oakland/ Oakland Peace Center

The world I long for looks like....
a place where no one is hungry, homelessness, living in poverty, where LOVE for all and in all reigns supreme.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Poor Peoples Campaign,

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Housing, Transgender, Church

SABRINA HAYEEM-LADANI
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
love is guiding us.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Multifaith movement for justice

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
poetry, art, the role of joy and music in movement, mental health, community care
SAHAR DRIVER
documentarians and artists

The world I long for looks like....
a place where all people value and respect one another and see each other as whole beings who are loved and welcome as they are

What social movements are you most connected to?
racial and economic justice, immigrant rights, care workers, aging with dignity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
about documentaries and documentary impact

SARAH DAR
California Immigrant Policy Center belonging to the Muslim community

The world I long for looks like....
every person having an opportunity to live with dignity.

What social movements are you most connected to?
immigrant rights, health equity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
immigrant rights, health equity, health reform, the intersection of immigrant rights and health equity, Islam/Muslims in America, being spiritually grounded in social justice
SARAH JOHNSTON
People passionate about making a difference for others.

The world I long for looks like....
accessible, inclusive, just

What social movements are you most connected to?
access to education, end of life

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I’m more interested in asking questions but am always open to questions of me

SARAH MASTERS
Auburn Seminary Programming Community

The world I long for looks like....
...a world where there is access to water, food and education for all.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Climate Crisis, Ending Mass Incarceration

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Use of storytelling to strengthen movement building.
SELINA DAVIDSON
Greenhouse Pictures

The world I long for looks like....
where all can flourish

What social movements are you most connected to?
racial justice, economic equity, healthcare for women of color, pre & post natal healthcare and peer support.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Documentary filmmaking

SHANNON DALEY-HARRIS
Children’s Defense Fund

The world I long for looks like....
beloved community where all are welcome, all are safe, all know justice, all are heard and valued.

What social movements are you most connected to?
children’s movement, rooted in abolition and civil rights movements.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
children, CDF’s Proctor Institute, CDF Haley Farm, their sources of spiritual renewal, strength and sustenance
SHANNON KEARSE-HIGH
City of Refuge UCC, Oakland

The world I long for looks like....
Radical Inclusivity

What social movements are you most connected to?
Black Lives Matter, LGBTQIA

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
I am enrolled in seminary to obtain my Mdiv and MAS. My passions include the importance of authenticity and self care.

SHARON GROVES
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
a place where full belonging is prioritized

What social movements are you most connected to?
LGBTQ justice, repro justice, racial justice and solidarity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
how Auburn can be a good partner to movement work on the ground.
SHIFRA BRONZNICK
Auburn Seminary

The world I long for looks like....
A place where people feel their hearts can be open, their minds can roam, and their bodies can thrive. In short, a place where we can all flourish.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Feminism, multi faith movement for justice, Jewish social justice, progressive.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
How we are going to build a movement that is deeply intersectional, that allows people to about one another be curious and that cultivates radical hope.

SOPHIA JACKSON
Disciples of Christ

The world I long for looks like....
A place where everyone thrives.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Ending mass incarceration

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
anything to do with public theology and social justice
The world I long for looks like....
Richly diverse, colorful, thriving, sustainable, grounded in relationship and authenticity.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Kaleo Center exists to build a multi-faith movement community that welcomes and nurtures inter-sectional front-line movements and leaders with a specific focus on LGBT and racial justice. In building a movement within theological education to advance social transformation as a practical theological discipline.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Praxis of social transformation

SUMAIYA ZAMA
CAIR (Council on American-Islamic Relations), Muslim community, women of color
The world I long for looks like....
Just, equitable, and liberating. A world in which we celebrate difference, not be ashamed by it.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Civil rights work, reproductive justice, queer Muslim inclusivity

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Civil rights, surveillance of Muslims, diversity within the Muslim community, reproductive justice
SUNITA VISWANATH
Sadhana: Coalition of Progressive Hindus

The world I long for looks like....
is one where access to rights and resources is not affected by our race, religion, caste, sex, gender; and one where COMPASSION is at the heart of all our justice work.

What social movements are you most connected to?
women’s and human rights, interfaith social justice, progressive Hinduism, anti-Hindutva work

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Women’s/Human Rights, Progressive Faith/Hinduism, Inclusive Movement-Building

TAMEKA BELL
Faith in Action

The world I long for looks like....
Freedom, feels like joy and is rooted in love

What social movements are you most connected to?

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Storytelling, podcasting, narrative-building, black women’s liberation, faith-based organizing
TEREA SMALLWOOD
Vanderbilt Divinity School

The world I long for looks like....
Canada with a splash of Ontario, California.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Southerners on New Ground, NOAH, Movement for Black Lives, Gideon’s Army

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Global issues, 2020 elections, 2020 Census; plight of racial minorities

TRACI WEST
Drew Theological School

The world I long for looks like....
No more gender-based violence. Meaningful solidarity across local and transnational justice movements.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Ending gender-violence; Antiracism and ending heteropatriarchy in Christian thought and practice; lgbtq rights and equality in the United Methodist Church and broader society

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
anti-racist and spirituality based activist approaches to ending gender violence; Antiracism and ending heteropatriarchy in Christian ethical thought and practice
TUQUAN HARRISON
Black Queer and Trans Folks

The world I long for looks like....
An place where I can be fully human and acknowledge everyone’s full humanity, and our relationship to animals, plants, and the earth.

What social movements are you most connected to?
BLM, Black Queer and Trans SF groups

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Safety, Violence Prevention, Holistic Health, Economic Inclusion and Access for all, pedagogy that is centered and practiced with individuals with lived experiences. Youth engagement. Racial Equity and Homelessness

WINONA LEWIS
Spirit rock -Buddhism- Eselen institute

The world I long for looks like....
ending racism and creating equality and freedom for all people.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Black lives matter-me2

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Integration and self liberation a life long journey.
REV. ERIN MAXFIELD-STEELE

Episcopal Church, coming with my partner who is an ED at the Highlander Center

The world I long for looks like....
nothing that I can imagine.

What social movements are you most connected to?
Peripherally connected to MBL, SURJ, and the sanctuary movement within the Episcopal church.

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
No specifics come to mind. I’m always happy to share who I am with folks who are interested.

RABBI JESSICA KATE MEYER

The Kitchen

The world I long for looks like....
good + song-filled

What social movements are you most connected to?
T’ruah

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Transformative power of Music, Israel/Palestine, Interfaith
**LISBETH M MELENDEZ RIVERA**

United Theological Seminary of the Twin Cities

The world I long for looks like....
a place where we seek commonality to respect difference

What social movements are you most connected to?

LGBTQ/Labor

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Puerto Rico Recovery/cooking/anything their heart desires

---

**JIM GERTMENIAN**

The BTS Center, Faith In Public Life, Foreside Community Church

The world I long for looks like....
A place where all people share equally in the gifts of creation, where a multiplicity of Faith traditions live in respect and affection for each other, and where national and tribal boundaries are disappearing

What social movements are you most connected to?

Faith In Public Life, Moral Movement Maine, Vote Common Good, Trump Resistance

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?

Homelessness, supporting young multifaith religious leaders
LUCIÉN DEMARIS
Relational Uprising

The world I long for looks like....
a welcoming and caring community

What social movements are you most connected to?
Movimiento Cosecha, If Not Now and Sunrise Movement

What topics, interests, passions might you want people to ask you about?
Healing, Somatics, Ecology, Shamanism, Social Neurobiology, Prefigurative Politics, Relational Ontologies